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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is the deliverable of task 2.1 within NAVAIS. The main objectives of this task are to
determine the detailed requirements for the platform-based ferry product family and provide
an initial classification of the ferry product family. This has been done by executing the following
steps, of which the results are presented in this report and used as reference for the
implementation of WP2:
1. Determine the market expectations of the double ended ferry market below 450
passengers and 150 cars will be done by using the IMO database and finding all vessels
within these parameters.
2. The geographical service areas and service types for the double ended ferry market
will be determined based on the areas with the biggest market share.
3. The double ended ferry basic functions will be determined by creating a database of
vessel data and finding relations between different parameters.
4. The service conditions of the double ended ferries will be determined by both
knowledge within the Damen Ferry department and data based on the operational
service areas.
5. The initial ferry classification will be based on the above found characteristics and
market expectations
The assessments are based on the markets and ferry types that are closely related to the current
portfolio of the Damen Shipyards group to facilitate the implementation and increase the
likelihood of demand for the NAVAIS solutions. These markets are primarily in Canada and
Europe and with the boundaries set for vessel size and capacity, roughly 80% of these markets
is covered.
The main dimensions that were derived in this document are summarised below. For this type
of double ended ferries the market size is estimated to be 45 vessels per year in the mentioned
geographic areas:

PARAMETER

UNIT

LOA

30 < Loa <120

m

BMAX

< 25

m

DEPTH

2 < D <6

m

# PAX

12 ≤ pass.<2500

#

GT

< 7000

-

# CARS

<150

#

ACCOMMODATION

Open, semi-open, closed
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PARAMETER

UNIT

PROPULSIVE POWER

< 9000

kW

FROUDE NUMBER

< 0.3

-

SAILING DISTANCE

<15

km

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION LV DC grid
PROPULSION LAYOUT

Battery electric with 2 or 4 azimuth thrusters

RAMP TYPE

Exchangeable modules

REGULATORY AREA

Norway, Canada, Europe, not SOLAS compliant

MAX. SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT

sheltered area: 0.5 m
coastal area: 2.5 m

MARKET SIZE

45

Vessels/year

In chapter 5 a detailed description is provided of all aspects relevant to the requirements and
limitations for the design of the modular (electric) ferry family. In chapter 6 these are
summarised to the key properties for the ferry family design and an overview of the most
relevant project specific properties that are not specified or that need to be further
investigated in WP2.3 is given.
In chapter 7 the conclusions and key recommendations are given, which are summarised in
the above table.
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2 INTRODUCTION
Using the general requirements from task T1.1, WP2 will first determine detailed requirements for
the platform-based ferry product family. This report describes the approach and the results. A
market analysis of the passenger/road ferries market that considers fleet size, fleet age,
replacement needs, environmental performance etc. provides a first classification of these
ferries up to 450 passengers/150 cars capacity. This analysis will help to identify commonality
in platforms and functional suits of modules. This report is the deliverable of task 2.1 within
NAVAIS. The main objectives of this report are:
-

Determine the detailed requirements for the platform-based ferry product family

-

Determine an initial classification of the ferry product family

2.1 Task/Sub-task text
Task 2.1: Detailed requirements
T2.1.1 Determine market expectations for double-ended road ferries up to 450 passengers/150
cars capacity and define combinations of geographical service areas and service types
including corresponding regulatory regimes, for example ECA areas, other discharges, noise
(air and underwater).
T2.1.2 Determine passenger/road ferry basic functions (payload, lane length, passenger
accommodation, ramp type, propulsion, speed, endurance) and contract conditions.
T2.1.3 Determine service conditions, maintenance requirements and infrastructures, including
the battery charging system using shore-based L or M electricity grid.
T2.1.4 Determine an initial ferry classification based on the above and the corresponding
product platforms.

2.2 Analysis
The above mentioned objectives and tasks are achieved by the following steps:
1. Determine the market expectations of the double ended ferry market below 450
passengers and 150 cars will be done by using the IMO database and finding all existing
vessels within these parameters.
2. The geographical service areas and service types for the double ended ferry market
will be determined based on the areas with the biggest market share.
3. The double ended ferry basic functions will be determined by creating a database of
vessel data and finding relations between different parameters.
4. The service conditions of the double ended ferries will be determined by both available
product and market knowledge within the Damen Ferry department and data based
on the operational service areas.
5. The initial ferry classification will be based on the above found characteristics and
market expectations
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2.3 Approach
The research into market expectations and setting up the basic functions of the double ended
ferry market is carried out by DSGo, as owner of the ferries product line within the Damen group.
The information will be derived primarily from public sources that will be analysed along with
the product knowledge available within the Damen group, especially within DSGo.
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3 PLAN
3.1 Objectives
The objective of this task is to have at completion a set of consistent requirements and
operational conditions completed with an overview of items for which at this stage in the
project only requirement needs could be identified that need to be further detailed in in task
2.3, 2.4 or 2.5 depending on the topic.

3.2 Planned activities
The work for this task is a detailed market analysis that should result in a selection of main
parameters, operational areas and requirements for (electric) ferries for which the NAVAIS
ideas are attractive and implementable by the NAVAIS partners. This means that, as only
shipyard in the consortium, the market study and assessment of attractiveness of specific
markets is carried out by Damen Shipyards, in particular partner DSGo.
The planned activities are:
-

Collect relevant information on targeted ferry markets and analyse the expected
market demand
Derive the required basic functions for the double ended road ferry based on the
market assessment
Determine relevant areas of operation and service conditions
Define an initial ferry classification and corresponding product platforms

3.3 Resources and involved partners
In the grant agreement 2.5 PM for partner DSGo and 2 PM for partner DSGa are stated. Early
in the project it was decided that the main contribution will come from partner DSGo, within
the original budget as allocated to partner DSGo.

3.4 Timeline
In the original planning in the grant agreement this activity was planned to be carried out
between M2 and M6. At M12 an updated planning was communicated with the PO that
postponed this delivery until M15 due to a lack of resources and the similarity of the tasks in
WP2 and WP3 made it more efficient to first complete D3.1 and 3.2 and take the feedback
from those deliverables into account for D2.1 and D2.2 that starts consecutively.
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4 PLAN EXECUTION
4.1 Introduction
In the execution of the plan a number of deviations of the original plan were necessary, most
notably related to the partners involved in this task and the planning that was adjusted as a
result of lacking resources at partner DSGo. Furthermore there were some additions to the
scope that were identified in D1.1 that are also incorporated in this report or that are to be
included to the scope of the relevant work packages.

4.2 Performed activities
The activities are carried out according the original description with the inclusion of the
additional items that were addressed in D1.1, which are essentially internal deliverables
supporting the related tasks:
Related
task

Internal
delivery

T2.3.3

D2.C

Battery Requirement only

T2.3.4

D2.E

Access to a filled module library

T2.4.1

D2.A

Detailed shore based facilities, Ferry Class, operational scenarios

T2.4.2

D2.B

Functional requirements for the battery system

T2.4.3

D2.D

Preliminary design description to optimise

Internal delivery title

Where relevant the topics in the table above are addressed in chapter 5, with the exception
of D2.D and D2.E as those are subjects that do not require detailed requirements at this stage.
D2.D can be derived from the current requirements and concepts as presented in this report
and will be addressed in T2.4 and D2.E is a bit obvious but is listed here as it was not clearly
described that the generation of modules in the library should also lead to access to that same
library to be able to work with the created modules.

4.3 Deviations from the plan
The original plan for delivery at M6 has not been followed for a number of reasons. Due to the
slow start of the project and a shortage in capacity at partner DSGo the start of this task has
been delayed and due to the similarity of the tasks 2.1 and 3.1 it was decided to finish 2.1 after
completion and acceptance of 3.1. In this way lessons from 3.1 could be implemented in the
execution of T2.1. As a result the deliverable D2.1 is available in M15 as communicated with
the project officer.
The initial version for internal quality review was completed in M14, albeit without the initial ferry
classification that was thought to be implemented in D2.2 together with the capacity
determination of individual functional systems or modules. After 2nd and QA review it was
decided that the ferry classification should be included in D2.1, hence the slightly later delivery
of D2.1 as originally proposed.
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5 RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
The chapter provides all results found related to the market expectations, basic ferry functions
and service conditions. It will describe the data found related to task 2.1.1 to 2.1.3.

5.2 Results sub-task 2.1.1
Task definition T2.1.1 is given by: “determine the market expectations for double-ended road
ferries up to 450 passengers/150 cars capacity and define combinations of geographical
service areas and service types including corresponding regulatory regimes, for example ECA
areas, other discharges, noise (air and underwater).”

5.2.1 Market size
The market size of the double ended road ferry market is found by retrieving all passenger
vessels within the IMO database (www.fleetmon.com). These are filtered on the following
parameters:
1. Only cars and passengers
2. All double ended road ferries below 450 passengers and 150 cars
3. Only vessel with a building data above 1970
The first two filters are used, as within this project we only look at double ended road ferries
which carry both passengers and cars below a certain amount. The last filter has been chosen,
as a number of this type of ferries sail for a longer period than 50 years. The lifetime of this type
of ferries ranges widely between the type of use and service area. In the Netherlands, this type
of ferries can sail for 90 years (Noordzeekanaal ferries), in Norway they are sometimes replaced
after 30 years, such as MF Nordmøre operated by Fjord1, and in Canada around 50 years, for
example Bowen queen, operated by BC ferries. Therefore an average age of 50 years has
been set. Not removing the older vessels from the list would result in a too high market
expectation.
As a result, a list of around 500 ferries was found, which all have been looked up to determine
the vessel type. A list of 351 double ended road ferries has been found. These vessels are
operated all over the world as can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Double ended ferry market around the world, cars <150, passengers <450. (Colours are
for distinction only)
The building year of the found vessels is plotted in Figure 2, together with the overall average
(Green line) and a moving average (dashed line). The average number of vessels built per year
is around seven, but a small trend moving up has been found. The average number of new
built vessel in the last 10 year is around 9. The increase can be assigned to multiple causes,
where the main contributors are related to the increase in populations and related congestion,
the growing worldwide economy and the transition to low or zero emission transportation.

Figure 2 Double ended ferries, cars <150, passengers <450, sorted per building year
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5.2.2 Service area
The vessels within the IMO database sail mostly within Europe, as seen in Figure 3. The reason
for this is the filter on the number of passengers. Dependent on the operational area, these
vessels can have a passenger capacity far above 450 passengers. For example, Jadrolinija
Ferries despite being the biggest operator in Croatia, is not taken into account. It has numerous
double ended road ferries of similar size to the ones sailing in Norway and Canada but the
Croatian vessels carry far more than 450 passengers. Similar differences can be found for
vessels sailing both in Asia and Africa that also typically accommodate much larger numbers
of persons on a similar sized vessel. To stay within the initial set boundaries, the service area and
accompanying regulations are determined from the obtained market size. However, to
determine the scaling ranges, the vessels with a higher passenger carrying capacity are looked
at as well.

Figure 3 Double ended ferries, cars <150, passengers <450, sorted in continents
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Figure 4 Double ended Ferries per country, cars <150, passengers <450

5.2.3 Missed data
Around 350 vessels with an IMO number fall within the set range of double ended ferries, where
these ferries sail mainly in Europe and are concentrated around Norway. Outside Europe the
main contributor to the market is Canada.
The market size does however not represent the full market size, as the vessels with these sizes
often transport more than 450 passengers in low cost countries. An initial scan of the market
size without the limit at 450 passengers already showed a market with twice the size.
Secondly the vessels within the IMO database cover mostly the larger vessels. A rough review
of ferry routes below 8 kilometres length around the world shows that there are approximately
10.000 of these routes. These routes are being used by mostly smaller vessels and are not
required to have an IMO number. Even if a small portion of these ferries is double ended it
represents a significant contribution to the market size for the NAVAIS ferry family. For this study
it is assumed that 10% of these ferries falls in the range of the NAVAIS ferry family which results
in 1000 additional vessels worldwide, quadrupling the market size. Extrapolating the expected
replacement market results then in 9x5=45 vessels/year.

5.2.4 Reduced database
To define the passenger/road ferry basic functions as applicable to the target product and
markets of the NAVAIS consortium, a database has been created with 120 different ferries
based on the ferries of which a lot of data is available as sub-selection from the complete
database as presented before. This sub-set represents approximately 10% of the total number
of ferries in the complete dataset. Basically these are the typical ferries that were aimed at in
the NAVAIS proposal, i.e. a typical Damen double ended ferry that can potentially be fully
electric. The restriction on the number of passengers within this database has been removed
as it does not clearly relate to the ferries’ main dimensions which are predominantly governed
by local habits and standards. The ferries have been build or are being operated by 15 different
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companies worldwide. The locations of these ferries are given in Figure 5. Each dot can
represent multiple ferries. This immediately indicates which national regulatory regimes are
applicable, and as a result of the selection of ferries that can be made electric also the
distance from shore is limited which makes that the NAVAIS ferry family does not have to
comply with SOLAS regulation.

Figure 5 Locations worldwide of double ended ferries in the used database
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5.3 Results sub-task 2.1.2
The task definition of 2.1.2 is given as “determine the passenger/road ferry basic functions
(payload, deck load, lane length, passenger accommodation, ramp type, propulsion, speed,
endurance) and contract conditions”. These basic functions are determined in this subsection
by a market study into double ended ferries worldwide. In general, the basic function of a ferry
is given by its own description: “Legally, a ferry is the continuation or prolongation of a highway
over a navigable stream” (SNAME, 1983). Meaning the basic function of a ferry is to transport
passengers, cars and cargo over water. This main function can be subdivided into the
functional systems of the vessel, which are investigated in this section by a market review. The
first subsubsection gives an overview of the used database, where the following subsubsection
will elaborate on the different basic functions.

5.3.1 Main dimensions
In this paragraph a more detailed overview is presented of the different relevant main
parameters for the NAVAIS ferry family and the relations between these parameters. The range
of main parameters arising from the database is given in Table 1.

Table 1 Main particulars within the ferry database

LOA
[M]

MIN

BMAX
[M]

30.2 9.6

MAX 160

28.2

D
GT
[M] [-]

DWT SERVICE
[t]
SPEED
[KNOTS]

#
#
PROPULSION
PASS. CARS POWER [KW]

AUXILLIARY
POWER
[KW]

2.8

169

200

47

12

596

76

7

21777

1376 23

2500

316

15975

2520

8.5

The main dimensions LOA and Bmax of the ferry database are plotted against each other in
Figure 6. This figures shows a clear relation between the length and width of the double ended
ferries within the database, which seems reasonable because length and beam are the key
parameters defining deck space, stability and to a lesser extent propulsion power. Next to the
relation, 85 percent of the vessels is located below a LOA of 120 meters and a beam of 25
meters.
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Figure 6 Relation between LOA and Bmax for the ferries within the database
The main dimensions LOA and Depth of the ferry database are plotted against each other in
Figure 7. This figures shows that there are no clear relations between the length and depth of
the double ended ferries within the database, which indicates that depth may be determined
or influenced based on other parameters than cargo capacity. It is expected that the depth
is mostly relating to limiting water depths or available quay heights. It can however be noted
that more than 90% of the vessel below 120 meter have a depth below 6 meter.

Figure 7 Relation between LOA and Depth for the ferries within the database

Finally the gross tonnage of a vessel is a way to present enclosed volume of a ship. This is often
used in safety and comfort regulation as measure for ship size and it is a quantity that relates
strongly to the required propulsion power of a ferry as will be shown later on. It also relates to
vessel length as displayed in Figure 8
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Figure 8 Relation between LOA and gross tonnage for the ferries within the database

5.3.2 Payload
The payload of a double ended ferry can be subdivided into three different components:
Number of passengers, number of cars and the amount of cargo it can carry. From these three
components the number of passengers and cars are the most important as they are the main
contributors to the operational income of the ferry. The cargo is often dependent on the clients
requirements and thus the operational use of the ferry, e.g. the number of trucks and the
average cargo carried by the trucks but the cargo is mostly not handled separately but as unit
‘truck’ and for sizing purposes trucks and cars are interchangeable. Therefore, only the relation
of the number of passengers and cars is investigated for determining the payload of the ferry.
There are additional structural requirements related to the weight of the cars and trucks but
these will be addressed in the structural design of the ferry family. Furthermore in principle the
road ferries will be equipped for a limited number of truck lanes, currently speculatively at
maximum 1 truck lane.
Figure 9 shows the relation between the LOA of the vessel and the number of passengers. It
can be seen that there is a relation, but it has a wide spread. It shows that the number of
passengers is not the determining factor in the design of a double ended ferry, especially not
for the ferries carrying more than 500 passengers. As found in the market study, the number of
passengers can vary widely depending on the operational area of the vessel. A maximum of
2500 passengers is found for vessels below 120 meters. Due to regulatory definitions a vessel
with less than 12 passengers is not officially a passenger ship and has to comply to a different
and significantly smaller set of rules. To reduce the amount of different regulatory regimes to
be incorporated in the ferry family the lower boundary of number of passengers is set at 12 or
more.
Figure 10 shows a clear relation between the number of cars and the LOA of a double ended
ferry. This is the determining parameter for the length of the vessel and can be used as one of
the main inputs for the scaling ranges in the modular design for the rest of the project. A small
spread in data points can however still be seen. It is expected that this is largely due to the
different dimensions of a car used by operators around the world.
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Figure 9 Relation between # Passengers and LOA

Figure 10 Relation between # Cars and LOA

5.3.3

Speed

The relation between the service speed and LOA is given in Figure 11. A linear relation can be
seen, which relates to the concept of the Froude number. This is a dimensionless speed that
indicates the relative importance of the wave making resistance of a ship and is defined as
𝐹𝑛 = 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ⁄√𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∙ 𝑔. Above a Froude number of approximately 0.25 the wave making
resistance starts to become increasingly large. This relation is shown in Figure 12 where the
Froude number is plotted against LOA. It is shown that the Froude number for all vessels has a
mean of 0.25 with a standard deviation of 0.05. It shows that the service speed correlates to
the LOA of the vessel.
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Figure 11 Relation between LOA and the service speed

Figure 12 Relation between LOA and the Froude number

5.3.4 Accommodation based on GT
In the design of double ended ferries, generally three different accommodation types are
seen. An open accommodation, as shown in Figure 13, a semi-open accommodation as
shown in Figure 14 and a fully closed accommodation as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 13 Open accommodation double ended ferry

Figure 14 Semi-closed accommodation double ended ferry

Figure 15 Closed accommodation double ended ferry
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These

three

types

of

accommodation

are

related

to

the

GT

of

a

vessel.

Figure 16 gives the relation between LOA x Bmax and the GT of a double ended ferry. Three
trend lines are found, all representing one of the accommodation types. The relation between
these parameters can be used as an input for the scaling ranges in the modular design.

Figure 16 Relation between the LOA, Bmax and the GT

5.3.5

Propulsion power

The propulsive power of the double ended ferries in the database is plotted against the GT in
Figure 17. In Figure 17 it is shown that the three trend lines previously seen in Figure 15 are not
present here. It can be concluded from here that the propulsive power installed in the ferries is
related to the gross tonnage, i.e. enclosed volume above and below water, and thus not only
to the immersed part of the hull. This indicates that the wind area might have a significant
impact on the installed propulsion power.
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Figure 17 Relation between propulsive power (kW) and GT (the colour of the dots is not relevant)

5.3.6 Sailing distance
The distance of all double ended ferry routes within the database is analysed and plotted
cumulatively in Figure 18. It is found that 80% of the double ended ferry routes has a distance
below 15 kilometres.

Figure 18 A cumulative distribution of the sailing distance for double ended ferries

5.3.7 Energy consumption
The energy consumption of a double ended ferry is one of the main functional inputs of a
double ended ferry design. It determines largely the hull and drivetrain design and is related
to, on one hand the operational profile of the vessel, e.g. sailing distance, service speed,
service conditions etc. and on the other hand the hotel load or the auxiliary power
consumption. The parameters determining the energy consumption are mostly project specific
and depending on, e.g. the ambient conditions, location of the route and client requirements.
Most routes of double ended ferries are for example below 15 kilometres, vessels sail around a
Froude number of 0.25 and the installed propulsive power is related to the GT of the vessel.
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However, these requirements are largely related to the operational profile of the propulsion
system. Less data can be found about the auxiliary power installed within a double ended ferry.
It is however known that it contributes significantly to the overall energy consumption. It is safe
to assume that this is related to the size of the vessel and the ambient conditions in which the
vessel is operated, as it is known from practical experience that HVAC power is the main
contribution to the auxiliary power requirements. It is therefore a topic of interest for this current
project that will be addressed in later WP 2.3 where the detailed ferry family design is
elaborated.

5.4 Results sub-task 2.1.3
Task T2.1.3 is described by: Determine service conditions, maintenance requirements and
infrastructures, including the battery charging system using shore-based L or M electricity grid.

5.4.1 Service conditions
The service conditions of a vessel are dependent on the operational area. These conditions
are mainly given by the environmental conditions, e.g. water depth, temperatures and waves.
5.4.1.1

Temperatures and relative humidity

As noted in section 5.2, the considered double ended market sails all around the world.
Therefore, the environmental temperature conditions which need to be considered have a
broad range. The conditions which will be considered are given in the following table. This
information is derived from the standard product specifications that are used for ferries within
the Damen group, however in the platform approach it is likely that a distinction will be made
between harsh and mild climate versions since on ferries carrying passengers the energy
demand for climate control is significant in relation to the total energy demand. With this
distinction the associated systems can be optimised for a smaller operating envelope resulting
in a more energy efficient operation of these systems.
Table 2 Operating temperature and humidity for the double ended ferry market

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

WATER TEMPERATURE

0°C

30°C

AIR TEMPERATURE

-20°C

40°C

HUMIDITY

50 % RH

75 % RH at 35°C
65 % RH at 40°C

5.4.1.2

Water depth

As discussed in section 5.3.1, the water depth in which a vessel operates is a key input
parameter for the determination of the main dimensions of a double ended ferry. In this light it
is important to make a distinction between (continuous) shallow water operations which
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influences the hulls shape and main dimensions and operations where there are locally water
depth restriction for example near the quay side or a local ridge in the seabed. In the latter
case it has an influence on the maximum draught the vessel can have but the hull shape will
be optimised for the continuous deep water operations. Therefore it should be clearly specified
in the project specific requirements whether the vessel is locally draft restricted or that it is
intended for continuous shallow water operations. Both conditions should be accommodated
in the ferry family topology and functional architecture while the exact hull shape may vary
dependent on the type of water depth restriction.
5.4.1.3

Waves

Classification societies can determine the requirements of a vessel based on the significant
wave height. Bureau Veritas has three different classes which apply to double ended
car/passenger ferries. These classes correspond to sea areas where the significant wave height
H.S. is not to exceed for more than 10 per cent of the year. Their values are:
-

sheltered area: 0, 5 m

-

coastal area: 2,5 m

-

unrestricted navigation: no limitation

Double ended passenger ferries mainly sail in coastal or inland areas. The mean annual
significant wave height around the world is given in Figure 19 and Figure 20. It is shown here
that in these regions, the significant is in most cases well below the 2.5 meter annually.

Figure 19 Mean significant wave height in Europe, Africa and Asia region
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Figure 20 Mean significant wave height in Amerika and Asia region

5.4.2 Maintenance requirements
The maintenance requirements of a double ended ferry are very often outside of the current
scope of a shipbuilder and are therefore not included in conventional designs. If considered
they could influence the design of the ship and its modules significantly and therefore should
be investigated into further detail within this project. A typical example of a maintenance
requirement is accessibility of physical parts for inspection, maintenance or replacement which
may dictate physical dimensions of functional modules not directly contributing to physical
properties. This topic will be addressed in WP5 and the application of the concept of
maintainability remains to be solved in T2.3 and T2.4 in the definition of the ferry family and the
demonstrator design.

5.4.3 Port infrastructure
The conventional infrastructure requirements for ferries are related to the capacity of loading
and unloading cargo and the ability to safely manoeuvre and moor alongside. In most cases
this is not taken into account while designing the ship, but the vessel is adapted to or specifically
designed for the available port infrastructure that the ferry has to connect to. This connection,
a functional requirement, can be handled in two fundamentally different ways; first the need
for compensating motion and environmental influences is handled by the ship, resulting in a
more complex ship based ramp arrangement but a fairly basic quayside (Figure 21) and the
alternative being a specific optimised design of the quayside infrastructure to compensate for
motions and environmental conditions (Figure 22). In both cases the port infrastructure sets
project specific requirements for the integration with the port infrastructure. Both concepts
should be included in the possible modularity of the bow or stern of the vessel.
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Figure 21 Ferry quay Vangshylla-Kjerringvik Norway

Figure 22 BC ferries terminal Canada
5.4.3.1

Ramp type

The ramp design of a double ended ferry is often determined by the terminal facilities available
at the location of operation. Multiple designs can be found over the full range of vessels within
the obtained database. The design include foldable ramps, ramps connecting to a moveable
drawbridge or linkspan, ramps usable for beaching and ramps connecting to a small quay. A
number of these ramp types are made visible in Figure 23 to Figure 27.
Since the exact fixed port infrastructure is for most ferry routes a constraint in the design the
modular ferry family needs to be able to accommodate the most common ramp types
mentioned in this paragraph. If the design of the fixed port infrastructure is part of the design
of the specific ferry the fact that all ramp types can be accommodated can be used to
optimise the ferry design for the local conditions and requirements.
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Figure 23 A ramp design usable for beaching

Figure 24 A ramp design connecting to a link span

Figure 25 A long ramp to overcome tide differences
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Figure 26 A ramp connecting to a small quay

Figure 27 A foldable ramp connecting to a linkspan

5.4.4 Energy infrastructure
Over the last years, the functional requirements of the infrastructure around a double ended
ferry were given by its capacity for loading and unloading passengers, cars and cargo. In
recent years, this is changing into a broader scope. The infrastructure should be able to charge
electric vessels, therewith connecting the vessel to the electricity grid. In addition, the
infrastructure should in certain cases be able to automatically moor and thus cope with the
motions of the vessel. The requirement is often seen for full electric or hybrid vessels which are
charged from shore, as both the power consumption and the motions of the vessel are
reduced during charging, easing the process and decreasing the size of the energy storage
system. With these new requirements, the infrastructure became an integral part of the design.
As already concluded in D1.1 there are a number of additional systems related to the charging
infrastructure that need to be properly specified, these are:


T2.4.1 D2.A

Detailed shore based facilities
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 T2.4.2 D2.B Functional requirements for the battery system
 T2.3.3 D2.C Battery requirements
These items will be addressed in the following paragraphs in addition to the original task
descriptions. The detailed execution of these additional tasks are allocated in 2.4 for the items
on board the ferry and in 2.5 for the items related to the complete electrical infrastructure.
5.4.4.1

Charging system

The charging system of a double ended ferry can be subdivided into four different
components: The grid supply, charging system, the shore-ship connection and the vessel itself.
These systems are represented in Figure 28. These four subsystems can all consist of different
components dependent on the situation and even can exchange position, e.g. the charging
system can be placed on board. However the functional requirement will remain the same:
transfer energy within a certain time limit, i.e. at a defined power, from the land based grid
supply to the vessel’s energy storage system, in this case batteries.

Figure 28 Components in a ferry charging system
5.4.4.2

Mooring system

Conventional mooring systems are often based on the ferry actively pushing against the
quayside or ramp construction to keep the vessel in place. For conventionally driven ferries the
amount of energy associated with this part of the operation is not relevant in relation to the
vessel’s fuel storage capacity. With electric ferries the amount of energy that can be stored is
very limited and the pushing does contribute notably on the energy consumption per trip or
charging cycle. Therefore the combination of an electric ferry and some sort of (automatic)
holding mechanism is often put in place so that the vessel is not required to continuously push
against the quay to stay in position. Often this is combined with the connecting interface for
transferring electric energy to the ship.
The functional requirement for the mooring system is to keep the vessel at a stable position
within the tolerances of both the charging connector and the cargo loading system. In order
to reduce time and required manpower for the system is often required to work with a certain
level of automation which needs to be specified per project but needs to be accommodated
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in the family design. Since there is no standard solution available yet this needs to be further
developed and defined in task 2.5.
5.4.4.3

Ship side requirements

In the charging system, the vessel itself is the main influencer. The operational profile of the
vessel largely determines all components and sizes in the system. A generic operational profile
of a ferry is given in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Generic dimensionless operational profile of a road ferry
The power demand, including both the propulsive and auxiliary power, is varying widely
between operational modes, but also around different weather conditions, the operational
area and the behaviour of for example the captain. As a result, the components chosen and
its sizing are widely varying over different designs. Defining the operational profile of a ferry has
therefore become an integral part of the design process of each ferry, but carries also a large
uncertainty due to human factors which need to be translated to specific ship design
requirements regarding energy and power demand and uncertainty margins.
5.4.4.4

Connecting interface

The connecting interface in the charging system is used to transfer the energy from the shore
to the ship. A number of functional requirements for the connector follow from the service area,
operational profile, space and local grid. The requirements can be subdivided into:
-

Size and weight

-

Power

-

Misalignment / tolerances

-

Connection time

-

Safety

-

Maintenance

-

Environmental conditions
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Investigating these requirements for each specific project is very time expensive, but necessary.
Each system has its own advantages and disadvantages with a correlated influence on the
requirements. In this project a methodology will be defined for selecting the appropriate
modular connecting interface and a best practices guideline should be written to follow the
modular approach. In combination with the maturing of the modular ferry designs (T2.4) and
the electrical infrastructure (T2.5) the high level requirements stated above need to be filled.
5.4.4.5

Grid requirements

The electric grid near the terminal of a double ended ferry is of importance in the initial design
phase as it is the source of power for the vessel. Generally there are three different cases
possible:
-

The local grid can handle the required power demand from the vessel.

-

The local grid can’t handle the required power demand from the vessel, but this can
be overcome with buffering the energy in a battery on shore.

-

The power demand of the vessel is too high and a fully electric vessel which is charged
electrically from shore is not possible without extending the grid capacity.

Multiple complications arise with the latter two options, where these complications mostly
relate to the initial investment and operational costs of the vessel.
In the second option, the investment cost of batteries on shore is high and thus unfavourable.
In the third option, it sometimes not possible to increase the grid capacity due to the available
power in the region which means that the ferry design extends to increasing power generation
capacity and supporting shore-side infrastructure. This typically is a time and cost intensive
addition to the project which may lead to alternative designs that are not covered in the ferry
family.
A last factor to keep into account is the time dependent price difference of electrical power,
which influences the operational cost of the ferry. This might influence the final solution for both
the ferry and the shore-side influence by weighing the investment costs of buffering power to
be used at peak-price against operation costs and planning of the ferry crossings.
All these points are of importance in the design phase of a double ended ferry and should
therefore be incorporated in the operational model of the design and thus translate to project
specific requirements.
5.4.4.6

Charger

The functional requirement for a charger is to transfer energy (charging) from shore to ship by
either a DC or AC supply within a certain time (power), at either low voltage (<1000V ac) or
high voltage (> 1000V ac). Different solutions and “tastes” are available, but have their own
implications, e.g. “With a high voltage connection, the current required for transferring the
same amount of power onboard is much lower than the equivalent low voltage supply, such
that cabling requirements are much reduced. However, in order to interface with the onboard
LV DC grid, a step-down transformer is required onboard the vessel, which is of a significant size
and weight.”
In current ferry designs there is not yet a standard in development that enables the vessel
designer to select existing solutions which results in one-off solutions for functionally similar
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systems. In task 2.5 the level of modularity will be determined at which the above functional
requirements can be fulfilled but at the same time allowing sufficient flexibility to
accommodate different local conditions and connect to different types of infrastructure.
5.4.4.7

Battery system

The battery system is defined as the complete system that contains all the electric energy on
board the ship with the required physical and data interfaces completed with a definition of
the required level of integration and automation strategy. As system it should be able to
-

handle the required amount of energy and power, both for charging and discharging

-

comply with international and local safety and labour regulations

-

be maintainable

As module within the ferry family it should
-

be interchangeable

-

accommodate different sizing of the battery system (energy & power capacity)

-

accommodate different battery system architectures, chemistries, weight and
dimensions

-

define control strategies for charging and discharging

When a battery system for providing propulsion power is applied on the ferry it also requires a
LV DC grid on board the vessel. For the NAVAIS ferry family this is the default option.
Since the currently available electric ferries are without known exceptions always specifically
designed for a dedicated ferry crossing the data that is available is not directly applicable for
the ferry family. Therefore the exact limits of the battery system will be determined in the
definition of the modular ferry family in task 2.3.
5.4.4.8

Battery

Lifetime and exchangeability of the batteries is one of the key drivers for the design of the
battery system, as it determines the exact size of the batteries, the chemistry and the energy
management system and it is common to design the battery system with a shorter lifetime than
the complete vessel to prevent excessively large and heavy battery systems. This means that
over the lifetime of the vessel the batteries will have to be replaced a number of times which
puts restrictions on accessibility and the physical possibilities to exchange an old with new
battery element. Therefore the battery (elements) should be able to:
-

Handle the required amount of energy and power over the prescribed lifetime

-

Be compatible with the battery system as described in 5.4.4.7

-

Be replaceable at the end of its lifetime in a safe and efficient manner

-

Be compliant with international and local safety and labour regulations.

The last requirement means that the procedure for handling the battery after it has been
exchanged should also be considered in the design so that it complies with stated
requirements and additional requirements for working with hazardous goods.
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5.5 Results sub-task 2.1.4
An initial ferry classification based on the above assessments and product knowledge
available within DSGo 3 different categories have been identified of which 2 are to be detailed
out as the NAVAIS ferry family as 2 product platforms. The categories are based on functional
requirements and typical lay-outs that are recognisable in most of the ferries studied in the
market assessment. First a separation is made based on functionality between vessel carrying
only passengers and vessels carrying cars and trucks and in addition passengers. Secondly a
separation is made based on typical lay-out between vessels carrying all the cars and trucks
on only main deck and vessels carrying cars and trucks on multiple decks. The last category is
also designed and built by Damen in the past but these vessels are normally more one-off
engineer to order vessels with limited re-usability of individual components and assemblies and
in most cases they are exceeding the capacities determined for the NAVAIS ferry family.
Therefore the NAVAIS ferry family will consist of 2 basic product platforms being:

-

Platform 1: passenger and cyclist ferry platform

-

Platform 2: single deck car and truck carrying ferry platform

For both platforms a choice needs to be made what the type of superstructure will be within
the platform because this strongly relates to the enclosed volume of the ship which is a good
indication of propulsion power but is also important input for safety requirements such as for
stability and evacuation and it determines what type of functional modules need to be
accounted in relation to the accommodation of passengers on board such as HVAC and
lighting.
NAVAIS ferry
family

cars and trucks

single car deck

pedestrians and
cyclists

multiple car decks

closed

closed

semi closed

semi-closed

open

Based on the above separation of classes it is possible to derive and optimise the topologies
for the 2 ferry platforms. The hypothesis for designing the individual ferries based on these
platforms does not require a further sub-division of the ferry family based on size but that the
final size and geometry follows from the capacity calculations of the modules that together
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form the ferry family topology. The topology is a crucial discriminator between the 2 branches
in the family tree as the balance between the light-ship weight and its cargo is substantially
different for a ferry that does or does not carry cars and trucks.

5.5.1 Ferry platforms
5.5.1.1

Platform 1: pedestrian and bicycle ferry

Platform 1 carries only passengers and cyclists and has either a partially or fully enclosed
superstructure with all the passengers on the main deck. The conceptual lay-out of this vessel
is very similar for all possible products based on this platform; the tanktop deck houses all
technical machinery installations, the main deck accommodates the passengers in a (partially)
enclosed superstructure and the top deck houses the navigation functions. In T2.2 the
functional capacities and categorisation of sub-function capacities is detailed out.

Without going in too detailed descriptions the main characteristics of the platform 1 ferries
are, in addition to the general specification in chapter 6:
Number of passengers
Propulsion
Length

5.5.1.2

12 < pass. < 500

[-]

Battery electric with 2 azimuth propellers
25 < LPP < 50

[m]

Platform 2

Platform 2 is the platform for double ended road ferry for passengers, cars and trucks on a
single deck with a superstructure that is either open, partially or fully closed. In some cases a
single lane movable deck is accommodated to allow an additional lane of passenger cars to
be located next to the truck lanes but this does not fundamentally change the design of a
(partially) enclosed ferry but for an open ferry this option is not possible. Similarly to the first
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platform the conceptual lay-out is similar for all the products of this platform; again the tanktop
deck accommodates all the machinery installations except the HVAC systems that are located
in the vicinity of the passenger accommodation, on the main deck, and optional movable
deck, the cars and trucks are stored. In case of a partially enclosed ferry the passenger
accommodation is also on main deck with the navigation functionality on the top deck and in
case of a fully enclosed ferry the passenger accommodation is on the second deck and the
navigation functionality on the top deck. In T2.2 the functional capacities and categorisation
of sub-function capacities is detailed out.
The platform 2 ferries are fully compliant with the limits presented in chapter 6.
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6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The main goal of this task is to determine an initial ferry classification and the corresponding
product platforms based on the above presented information. In addition to the ferry product
platforms additional information is provided for the electrical infrastructure both shore and ship
based. Functionally a ferry can be described by the following definition: “Legally, a ferry is the
continuation or prolongation of a highway over a navigable stream”. To do so, the ferry
interacts and is influenced by multiple components. The main idea of NAVAIS is to modularise
these components. This will be done for a specific part of the ferry market, which has an
expected market size between 40-50 replacements per year.
Where it is not yet possible to define a specific range or requirements these are captured as
vessel specific requirements that are to be included in the initial design documentation. In tasks
2.3 and 2.4 these requirements will be embedded in the ferry platform and the demonstrator
design and in task 2.5 the requirements related to the electrical infrastructure will be made part
of the product platform.

6.1 Main dimensions
The main scaling ranges of the specified ferry market are given in Table 3.
Table 3 Initial e-ferry classification

PARAMETER

UNIT

LOA

30 < Loa <120

m

BMAX

< 25

m

DEPTH

2 < D <6

m

# PAX

12 ≤ pass.<2500

#

GT

< 7000

-

# CARS

<150

#

# TRUCK LANES

≤1

-

ACCOMMODATION

Open, semi-open, closed

PROPULSIVE POWER

< 9000

kW

FROUDE NUMBER

< 0.3

-

SAILING DISTANCE

<15

km

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION LV DC grid
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PARAMETER

UNIT

PROPULSION LAYOUT

Battery electric with 2 or 4 azimuth thrusters

RAMP TYPE

Exchangeable modules

REGULATORY AREA

Norway, Canada, Europe, not SOLAS compliant

MAX. SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT

sheltered area: 0.5 m
coastal area: 2.5 m

MARKET SIZE

45

Vessels/year

The maximum length will cover 80% of the market of double ended ferries and corresponds to
the given maximum beam of the vessel for stability reasons. Where, the depth of the vessel is
mainly related to the limited water depth in the different service areas.

6.2 Main functionalities
Capacity wise, the number of passengers as stated initially in the GA is increased to 2500 as this
will cover a larger part of the market without fundamentally changing the ferry product
platform design. The number of cars has stayed at 150 and has been found to clearly relate to
the length of the vessel. In a later stage of the project, a clear size of these cars should be
defined, as this is at this moment unclear.
Within the modularisation of the double ended ferry, the accommodation should cover three
different types: open, semi-open and closed. These types are chosen based on the service
area of the vessel. It has been found that these accommodation types largely determine the
gross tonnage of the vessel which on itself influences the propulsive power of the vessel. The
decision for the accommodation type has been found to be an important one in the initial
design stage of the vessel.
The data found give the initial classification of a double ended ferry. The maximum boundaries
of the scaling ranges are set and important subsystems are functionally described. This report
shows the basic requirements of these vessels. As there are a number of loading and unloading
scenarios possible three main categories of ramp types should be accommodated in the ferry
family.
Where it is not yet possible to define a specific range or requirements these are captured as
vessel specific requirements that are to be included in the initial design documentation. In tasks
2.3 and 2.4 these requirements will be embedded in the ferry platform and the demonstrator
design and in task 2.5 the requirements related to the electrical infrastructure will be made part
of the product platform.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
The table below summarises the initial ferry family parameters that are to be used for the
definition of the modular platform based ferry family.

Parameter
Loa
Bmax
Depth
# pax
GT
# Cars
Accommodation
Propulsive power
Froude number
Sailing distance
Electrical power distribution
Ramp type
Regulatory area
Max. significant wave height
Market size

30 < Loa <120
< 25

Unit
m
m

2 < D <6
m
12 ≤ pass.<2500
#
< 7000
<150
#
Open, semi-open, closed
< 9000
kW
< 0.3
<15
km
LV DC grid
Exchangeable modules
Norway, Canada, Europe, not SOLAS compliant
sheltered area: 0.5 m
coastal area: 2.5 m
45
Vessels/year

The capabilities for the modular platform based ferry family should be scalable within these
ranges, which can be achieved by defining different size ranges in the ferry family.

7.2 Recommendations
The operations and their typical main requirements described in chapter 5 of this report,
leading to the ferry family definition, are based on the extensive database of recently ordered
and designed ferries by the partner DSGo; they are assumed to be a good indication of the
real market status quo.
The market analysis to be carried out during task 2.2 should indicate whether the current
assumed results must be in anyway revised and discussed; additionally, from the results of the
market analysis some conclusions on the market share size for each operation will be drawn
giving a more grounded and reliable market expectation analysis.
Finally, after conducting the detailed market analysis deliverable D2.1 will be updated if D2.2
provides new findings.
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8 ANNEXES
Annex A: Public summary
This is the public summary of the detailed requirements setting for the modular platform based
ferry family that will be developed within the NAVAIS project. The main objectives of this task
are to determine the detailed requirements for the platform-based ferry product family and
provide an initial classification of the ferry product family. This has been done by executing the
following steps, of which the results are presented in this report and used as reference for the
implementation of WP2:
1. Determine the market expectations of the double ended ferry market below 450
passengers and 150 cars will be done by using the IMO database and finding all vessels
within these parameters.
2. The geographical service areas and service types for the double ended ferry market
will be determined based on the areas with the biggest market share.
3. The double ended ferry basic functions will be determined by creating a database of
vessel data and finding relations between different parameters.
4. The service conditions of the double ended ferries will be determined by both
knowledge within the Damen Ferry department and data based on the operational
service areas.
5. The initial ferry classification will be based on the above found characteristics and
market expectations
The assessments are based on the markets and ferry types that are closely related to the current
portfolio of Damen Shipyards group to facilitate the implementation and increase the
likelihood of demand for the NAVAIS solutions. These markets are primarily in Canada and
Europe and with the boundaries set for vessel size and capacity roughly 80% of these markets
is covered.
The main dimensions that were derived in this document are summarised below for which the
market size is estimated to be 45 vessels per year in the mentioned geographic markets:

PARAMETER

UNIT

LOA

30 < Loa <120

m

BMAX

< 25

m

DEPTH

2 < D <6

m

# PAX

12 ≤ pass.<2500

#

# CARS

<150

#
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PARAMETER

UNIT

ACCOMODATION

Open, semi-open, closed

SAILING DISTANCE

<15

RAMP TYPE

Exchangeable modules

REGULATORY AREA

Norway, Canada, Europe, not SOLAS compliant

km

MAX. SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT sheltered area: 0.5 m
coastal area: 2.5 m

Furthermore an overview is provided of the most relevant project specific properties that are
not included in the detailed requirements or that need to be further investigated in WP2.3.

Name of responsible partner: Damen Shipyards Gorinchem
Name of responsible person: Bastiaan Vink
Contact info (e-mail address etc.): Bastiaan.vink@damen.com, tel: +31 183 654 656
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